SPROUTS provide a focal point of play. The six inventive shapes with
bright and fun colors stimulate a toddler’s mind and body while offering a
fun environment for parents and caregivers to interact and watch.

Parents are always looking for fun and imaginative ways for their little
ones to play, discover and grow. SPROUTS were designed especially
for toddlers. These free form, colorful shapes encourage active
play while stimulating a child’s imagination. SPROUTS promise an
interactive and memorable experience for both children and their
parents. Here we grow!
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Node

This playful amorphous shape stands 30” tall and encourages discovery through the mirror and bead panels central
to each unit. Deluxe panels include lights and simple sounds that are activated through a child’s movement. Watch
as they play and discover the many facets of the Node.

Loop

This elliptical form has a smooth opening for easy crawl-through play, promoting balance, coordination and
curiosity. Connect several loops for additional challenge and fun while adding bright and interesting colors to
liven up your play space. Are you are a motorcycle racer jumping though the loops?

SPROUTS’ innovative and durable design
offers texture and technology with tactile
surfaces, electronic lights and sounds to
create an interactive and open play experience for children 3 years and younger.
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Bean
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This jelly-bean inspired shape offers the most play opportunity of all the SPROUTS. Tots can crawl on, over and
under the Bean while testing their balance and climbing skills. Pretend you are a rabbit in a hole, climb out
and hop over your friends!

Step Pod

This stepping-stone-like form is placed in linear groups and can be stacked two-high to create a
low-to-high profile that encourages balance and spatial association. Children can pretend to be
mountain climbers or imagine they are crossing a rocky river with these cool shapes and profiles.

SPROUTS meet the fall zone and ASTM
#2373 standards for toddlers along
with providing ADA access reducing size
consumption when space and safety are an
issue in contained play environments.
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Spin Cup

It’s always fun to spin. This low-to-the-ground cup-shaped form spins 360°. Kids can sit, spin and
discover by themselves or with a friend for cooperative play, adding a whole new activity to SPROUTS.
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Loop

Bean

Spin Cup
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Step Pod

Design your own SPROUTS zone by
selecting and connecting activities that
work for your space to create the most
active play and discovery.
SPROUTS, Play. Discover. Grow.
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Contained Play Environment

Open Play Environment

SPROUTS provide a fun and active experience for toddlers in both open and contained play
environments. Choose the layout that works best for your space, and SPROUTS securely
anchor to the floor, creating a pathway to many learning and play activities for little ones.

The hands-on experiences offered by SPROUTS’ colorful shapes and textures provide endless
play opportunities. Create your own configuration and activate imaginations, encourage
discovery and provide the perfect interactive spot for tots.
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Features

Benefits

Designed to accommodate any play setting and space.

For outdoors, indoors as a separate open zone or
integrated into a contained play structure as a separate
space-efficient toddler zone.

Scaled for toddlers’ smaller size. Meets fall zone and
ASTM #2373 requirements.

Provides activities specially designed for younger
children and conforms to requirements for children 23
months and younger.

Colorful and playful freeform shapes.

Stimulates the child’s imagination and challenges their
physical development.

When contained, SPROUTS are ADA accessible.

Reduced floor use for space efficiency.

Soft & highly durable design and materials.

Cushioning creates a great place for toddlers to waddle
and crawl.

Streamlined and innovative design.

Creates a focal point for play while offering line of sight
for parents/caregivers.

Specifications

Color Availability & Item Number

Node: 30” tall by 10” thick (tapered) - Capacity of 1

Orange (F13594-27), Blue (F13594-28), Green (F13594-29), Magenta (F13594-30)

Loop: 30” tall by 16.75” wide by 3” thick - Capacity of 1

Orange (F13594-27), Blue (F13594-28), Green (F13594-29), Magenta (F13594-30)

Bean: 20” tall by 36” long by 20” wide - Capacity of 2
Step Pod: 15.75” wide by 14.375” deep by 4.25” tall - Capacity of 1
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Blue (F13594-28)
Orange (F13594-27), Blue (F13594-28), Green (F13594-29)

Spin Cup: 12” tall by 16.5” in diameter - Capacity of 1
ADA Steps: 30” wide by 31” deep by 12” tall - Capacity of 1

The Global Leader in Contained Playgrounds
For inquiries outside of North America,
Call 704.875.6550 or email international@softplay.com
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